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We are a group of three friends and designers. 
Similar goals, values, working methods and sense 

of humor have naturally led us to cooperation. 
Our theme for the Salone Sartellite 2019 exhibition 

is Contrasts and Illusions: We will present pieces 
of furniture and lamps that challenge the viewer 

through shapes and colors.
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Hug plant holders

Give a Hug for your green friend. Hug is a series of 
plant holders that consists of many different sized 
parts. By combining them you can create a wide 

range of Hugs for your plants.
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WARP shelves

WARP is the outcome of my research of how to 
implement optical illusion in a structure of a piece 

of furniture. WARP is a two-level wall mounted 
shelf that is mounted on the wall with four screws. 

The source of inspiration rises from OP art and 
artists such as Victor Vasarely and Bridget Riley. 
The way the steel structure is bent creates an art-

like piece against the wall and borders the products 
on the shelf. The structure isn’t only a visual effect, 

but it also makes the structure stronger.
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Ebba sofa

Ebba is an elegant and curvy sofa with green velvet 
upholstery and brass details. The form language of 
the sofa is playful yet strictly geometric. Ebba is a 
two seater sofa that suits perfectly both for homes 

and public spaces.
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Halo pendant lamps

Halo pendant lamp is a beautiful object alone or 
in a group. There is a flat part made of brass inside 
the lamp shade and the light makes the brass glow. 
Halo looks different depending on where you look 

at it - By changing the viewing point Halo gives 
you again something new.
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Barcode table

Code is a customisable collection of tables with 
different sizes for different purposes. First two 

pieces of the collection are Sofa table Code and bar 
table Barcode. All the table tops fit together with all 
the different legs. Code collection is follow-up for 
my previous collection Parallel Universe where I 

explored horizontal and vertical structures and the 
dialogue between them.

WARP bar stool

My long-lasting ambition has been to combine 
two of my passions: furniture design and optical 

illusions. The purpose of the existence of the 
WARP stool is to prove that not everything in 

this world is how they might first appear. The way 
the steel structure is bent make the appearance 
variant from different angles. The structure isn’t 

only a visual effect, but it also makes the structure 
stronger.   
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Po mirrors

Po is a mirror collection with simple geometric 
frames and a small round loop for hanging the 
mirror on the wall. The black powder-coated 

metal frame gives the mirror a light and graphic 
character. Po is a versatile mirror that looks 

beautiful both alone and together with other Po 
mirrors.
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Mood tables

Mood sofa tables give you something more. The 
reversible table top is easy to set on the frame. 
It’s fast to change the mood of the table just by 

turning the table top around. Edges down Mood 
is a more conventional sofa table, like a table with 
a tablecloth on it. Edges up the table top is like a 

crown and can also be used as a tray.
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Ombre mirrors

Ombre (=shadow, French) is a collection of wall-
mounted mirrors that are also decorative wall 

elements. The steel structure next to the mirror 
imitates the long shadows during autumn and 

spring, before and after the polar nights, when the 
sun shines right above the horizon.
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Hide lamps

Hide is a playful lamp collective with a fringe 
detail. The contrast between hard metal and soft 

fringes create an expressive look. Light filters 
through the fringes softly, creating a moody light. 
The Hide lamps looks great individually and when 
hung in clusters. Hide lamp collection consists of 

floor lamps and pendant lamps.

Eden plant box

Eden plant box is a platform for plants and a fun 
storage for books and other small objects. Due to 
its modern minimalistic look it suits in various 

spaces, creating greenness around it. Eden is made 
of powder-coated steel and the base is suitable for 

both indoor and outdoor use.
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